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Abstract

This work presents a hybrid generative-discriminative algorithm for supervised or semi-supervised
learning, inspired by radial basis function network classifiers. The network is composed of two layers:
(1) a layer with mixture models that creates an embedding of the input; (2) an output layer with
a log-linear model that classifies the embedded data. The mixtures may include Gaussian and/or
categorical components (also called multinoullis), thus being able to handle real, categorical, and
mixed data. It can also learn from datasets containing missing entries, where the mixture layer
can estimate the missing values at each iteration. The proposed learning scheme intertwines the
(unsupervised) expectation-maximization algorithm for finite mixtures (running in the first layer) with
(supervised) logistic regression (running in the output layer); moreover, it allows the output layer
to influence the weights of the components in the first layer (according to their importance/weight
for the classifier), thus being interpretable as a form of back-propagation (without gradients). The
algorithm handles semi-supervised learning and, as a by-product, performs density estimation,
clustering, and dimensionality reduction of the input data. The experimental results on some classi-
cal datasets (involving real-valued, categorical, and mixed data) show competitive and promising results.

Keywords: embeddings, radial basis function networks, classification, density estimation, semi-
supervised learning

1. Introduction

In this work, we propose a new learning algorithm
that learns a classifier with a structure similar to
a radial basis function network (RBF network) [4].
Our approach extends that of [9], which proposes a
training algorithm for RBF networks, incorporating
both generative (mixture-based) and discriminative
(logistic) criteria.

Our classifier is composed of two main layers, a
mixture layer that embeds the data and is able to
work with real and/or categorical data, also filling
missing values, and a log-linear model layer, similar
to a multinomial logistic regression that classifies
the embedded data. The learning algorithm gives
the possibility of sharing parameters from the log-
linear model layer to the mixtures layer, to be used
in the upcoming fitting of the mixtures. This makes
the (usually unsupervised) task of fitting mixtures
partially supervised, as it is being influenced also
by the supervised learning task.

Our learning algorithm can work in a supervised
or semi-supervised mode, where the unlabeled data
is used only in the mixture fitting part. Fully unsu-
pervised learning is also an option of the algorithm.

As a side product of the learning algorithm, at

the end of training, we have a distribution of the
training data, and also its clustering. By using a
smaller number of components in the mixtures than
the original data dimension, the data can be em-
bedded into a lower dimension representation, thus
performing dimensionality reduction.

In summary, the main objective of the algorithm
is to create an RBF network that by learning an
embedding of the data that is able to adapt, not
only to the density of the input data, but also in a
way that improves the classification accuracy.

1.1. Feature Learning and Embeddings
Some algorithms have been proved to automatically
extract new features and perform smart embedding
during training. This is the case of deep neural
networks (DNNs) [11], which have been the focus of
much recent work, but also of classical techniques
such as Fisher discriminant analysis [12].

1.1.1 Supervised feature learning

A visualization technique for convolutional neural
networks proposed in [31] gives insight into inter-
mediate feature layers where we can see how inter-
mediate constructed features are far from random,
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showing many intuitively desirable properties, such
as compositionality, increasing invariance, and class
discrimination as we proceed through the layers.

In speech recognition, [29] argues that the im-
proved accuracy achieved by DNNs is the result of
their ability to extract discriminative internal rep-
resentations that are robust to the many sources of
variability in speech signals. They show that these
representations become increasingly insensitive to
small perturbations in the input with increasing
network depth, which leads to better speech recog-
nition performance with deeper networks.

This previous examples illustrate supervised fea-
ture learning via back propagation, which means
that labels are used in the feature learning process.

There are some drawbacks with DNNs. Small
datasets, with only a few samples, are not enough
for training, specially if they include strong non-
linearities. Also, in the case of data that is hard or
expensive to label, semi-supervised learning is not
an option. Finally, DNNs do not directly handle
data with missing features. As explained bellow,
our approach overcomes all those problems.

1.1.2 Unsupervised feature learning

Learning generative models from data and using
them to create features for classification is widely
used. In [6], the authors exploit the fact that
MRI data is well described by Rice distributions,
and use Rician mixtures as the underlying gen-
erative model, based on which several generative
embeddings are built, yielding vectorial represen-
tations used for kernel-based support vector ma-
chines. Generative models are combined in [14],
such as hidden Markov Models, providing a princi-
pled way of treating missing information and deal-
ing with variable-length sequences, and discrimina-
tive models such as support vector machines, which
enables to construct flexible decision boundaries
and often results in superior classification perfor-
mance. Other works where generative models are
used to represent/embed the data and then use this
representation (embedding) in a discriminative clas-
sifier are for instance [23, 25, 2, 18, 15, 3].

As shown bellow learning features in a fully un-
supervised way is also an option of our proposed
algorithm.

1.2. Outline
The work developed mainly builds upon two blocks:
finite mixture models and log-linear models. The
models needed to understand and describe our al-
gorithm are reviewed in Section 2, where a brief
overview of those topics can be found. In Section
3, we explain how the algorithm works and is struc-
tured. Also some notes about it’s implementation
are given.

Experiments designed to provide intuition about
some aspects of the algorithm such as its ability to
estimate the number of Gaussians to be used and
the sensitivity of the mixture layer to linking both
layers, are presented in Section 4. Experimental
results in comparison with other algorithms on some
classical datasets are also shown in Section 4.

Finally, some conclusions and directions for fu-
ture work are presented in Section 6.

2. Background
2.1. Radial Basis Function Networks

Since the structure of our classifier is based on RBF
networks (RBFN), we begin by briefly reviewing
this class of methods. Let us start by formulat-
ing the problem of learning a RBF network. Given
a set of K centers z1, ..., zK ∈ Rd, an RBF network
is a function f : Rd → R that takes the form

f(x) =

K∑
i=1

wih(‖x− zi‖), (1)

where the wi ∈ R are called the weights, and h is
a radial kernel. One of the most popular choices
for this kernel is a Gaussian function, defined as

h(‖x− z‖) = K(x, z) = exp(−‖x−z‖
2

2t ).

The goal of RBFN learning is to estimate a set
of centers z1, ..., zK and weights w1, ..., wK from N
given training points {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN )}. Given
a loss function L, learning may be formulated as an
optimization problem,

minimize
www∈RK ,zzz∈RK

1

N

N∑
i=1

L(f(xi), yi) +R(www,zzz),

where R is a regularization function that may or
not be present.

Recently, some of the older approaches to training
the RBF networks were revisited from a more mod-
ern perspective [24]. They analyze two common
regularization procedures, one based on the square
norm of the coefficients in the network and another
one using centers obtained by k-means clustering,
and provide a theoretical analysis of these methods
as well as a number of experimental results, where
they show some competitive experimental perfor-
mance, as well as advantages over the standard ker-
nel methods in terms of both flexibility (incorporat-
ing of unlabeled data) and computational complex-
ity.

2.2. Mixture Models and the EM algorithm

Mixture models and the expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm are important tools in statistical
inference and machine learning, with a long and
rich theory and countless applications [19, 21].
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2.2.1 Mixture models: Generic formulation

Let XXX = [X1, ..., Xd]T ∈ Rd be a d-dimensional
random variable and xxx = [x1, ..., xd]T ∈ Rd one
particular outcome of XXX. We say that XXX follows a
K -component finite mixture distribution if its
probability density function can be written as 1

p(xxx|θθθ) =

K∑
k=1

πkp(xxx|θθθk), (2)

where θθθ = {θθθ1, ..., θθθK , π1, ..., πK} is the complete
set of parameters. Each θθθm is the set of parame-
ters defining the mth component and π1, ..., πK are
the mixing weights, which satisfy πk ≥ 0, for k =
1, ...,K, together with

∑K
k=1 πk = 1, thus p(xxx|θθθ) is a

convex combination of the component’s distribu-
tions. The πk can be interpreted as the component
probabilities.

2.2.2 Hybrid mixtures of Gaussians and
multinoullis

Data containing both real and categorical compo-
nents, i.e. xxx = (xxxr,xxxc) where xxxr ∈ Rdr and
xxxc ∈ {0, 1}C1 × ... × {0, 1}Cdc , can be modeled by
a mixture of Gaussians and multinoullis with the
following form:

p(xxx|θθθ) =

K∑
k=1

πkN (xxxr|µµµk,ΣΣΣk)

dc∏
j=1

Mu(xxxcj |θθθk), (3)

where

N (xxxr|µµµ,ΣΣΣ) =
exp

(
− 1

2 (xxxr −µµµ)TΣΣΣ−1(xxxr −µµµ)
)√

(2π)d|ΣΣΣ|
,

(4)
and

p(xxxc|θθθ) =

dc∏
j=1

Mu(xxxcj |θθθ) =

dc∏
j=1

Cj∏
l=1

θ
xjl

jl , (5)

with xjxjxj denoting the one-hot representation of com-
ponent j, that is, xjl = 1 if and only if xjxjxj is in
category l. We admit that, by knowing zzz, which
component of the mixture is responsible for a par-
ticular data sample, there is (conditional) indepen-
dence between the real and categorical part of the
data.

2.2.3 EM algorithm for hybrid mixtures

EM (see [21]), is an iterative algorithm with of-
ten closed-form updates at each step, which auto-
matically enforces the required constraints. It ex-
ploits the fact that if the data were fully observed,

1Subscript notation as in pXXX(xxx) will be dropped and re-
placed with p(xxx), unless strictly needed.

the ML estimate could be easily computed. It can
be seen as alternating between inferring the miss-
ing values, given the current parameter estimates
(expectation, or E step) and then optimizing the
parameters given the filled-in log-likelihood func-
tion (maximization, or M step).

As is standard in EM for mixtures, the E-step is

rki =
πkp(xxxi|θθθt−1k )∑
j πjp(xxxi|θθθ

t−1
j )

(6)

Regarding the M step, the MAP estimate of πππ,
with a Dirichlet prior [21], is

πk =
rk + αk − 1

N +
∑

k αk −K
. (7)

With αk = 1, the prior is uniform and the MAP
estimate reduces to the ML estimate. The Gaussian
parameters estimates are

µµµk =

∑N
i=1 rkixxxi
rk

, (8)

and,

ΣΣΣk =

∑N
i=1 rki(xxxi −µµµk)(xxxi −µµµk)T

rk
. (9)

Finally, the MAP estimate of the multinoulli pa-
rameters, again with a Dirichlet prior, is

θkdc =
Nkdc + αkdc − 1∑Cd

c=1Nkdc + αkdc − 1
. (10)

2.2.4 EM for missing observations

Suppose that we have “holes in our data matrix, due
to missing observations. Let Oij = 1 if component j
of sample i is observed, and let Oij = 0, otherwise.
Let XXXv = {xij : Oij = 1} be the visible data, and
XXXh = {xij : Oij = 0} be the missing or hidden data.
Following [8], the expected values of the missing
data for the k -th Gaussian are

µ̃̃µ̃µhik = µµµhk + ΣΣΣhvk(ΣΣΣvk)−1(xxxvi −µµµvi), (11)

where µµµhk is the mean of the k -th Gaussian compo-
nent for the hidden values indexes, ΣΣΣhvk the cross-
covariance matrix of the hidden and visible vari-
ables, ΣΣΣvk the covariance matrix of the visible vari-
ables, xxxvi the visible variables of sample i and µµµvi

the visible part of the Gaussian component mean.
The inputed missing values are weighted by the

weights of each mixture component:

x̃̃x̃xhi =

K∑
k=1

πkµ̃̃µ̃µhik. (12)
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For the multinoulli part assuming that the data
samples xxx are one-hot encoded, the expected value
of the missing variables is equal to the probabilities
of them being 1, which are the multinoulli parame-
ters θθθ. The components estimates are then weighted
by the their weights πππk. Thus,

x̃̃x̃xhi =

K∑
k=1

πkθθθhik. (13)

2.3. Log-Linear Models
In this subsection, we introduce a family of clas-
sifiers known as log-linear models. A classifier is a
mathematical function that maps input data xxx ∈ Rd

to a category y ∈ {1, ..., C}. Log-linear models are
general classes of probabilistic discriminative clas-
sifiers. A log-linear model has the form

p(y = c|xxx;ωωω) =
exp(wwwT

c f(xxx, y = c))∑C
c′=1 exp(wwwT

c′f(xxx, y = c′))
, (14)

where ωωω is a ordered tuple containing the parame-
ter weights for each class, ωωω = (www1, ...,wwwC) where
wwwc ∈ Rpc . Expression 14 should be read as the
probability of y = c, conditioned on the feature
values xxx, under parameter weights ωωω. The quan-
tity wwwT

c f(xxx, y = c) is the inner product between
wwwc ∈ Rpc and f : Rd × {1, ..., C} → Rpc . The last
component of f(· , y = c) is always 1, thus the last
component of wwwc is the bias term of class c.

In the context of this work, the function f embeds
the feature vectors in a pre-established way for each
class. Let f(xxx, y = c) = xxxc where, for each class c,
there is a corresponding parameter vectorwwwc, which
is responsible for its classification.

We now introduce some notation. Let ηic =
p(yi = c|xxxi;ωωω) and yic = I(yi = c) be the one-
hot encoding of yi, where the c-th bit is 1 if and
only if yi = c. With this notation the negative log-
likelihood can be written as

l(ωωω) = − log

N∏
i=1

C∏
c=1

ηyic

ic

= −
N∑
i=1

[(
C∑

c=1

yicwww
T
c xxxic

)
− log

C∑
c′=1

exp(wwwT
c′xxxic′)

]
.

2.3.1 Elastic log-linear model

It is common to add regularization to the cost func-
tion, since it is well known that regularization tends
to improve the generalization performance of the
classifier, and because some types of regularizers
can also lead to variable selection [12]. An elastic
net regularizer combines `1 and `2 regularization,
leading to the cost function:

lelastic(ωωω) = l(ωωω) + λ1 ‖ωωω‖1 + λ2 ‖ωωω‖22 , (15)

where ‖ωωω‖1 =
∑

i

∑
j |wwwij | and ‖ωωω‖2 =

∑
i

∑
jwww

2
ij .

The `1 terms originates from a Laplacian prior and
promotes sparsity in ωωω, while the the `2 term corre-
sponds to a Gaussian prior and tends to shrink the
magnitude of the parameters in ωωω.

2.3.2 Parameter estimation

To learn the parameter vector ωωω, we can use the
maximum likelihood criterion, though it has no
closed form, so we need to use an optimization al-
gorithm to obtain it. For that, we usually require
the gradient of the NLL. Though, the gradient of
this new function is not well defined because the
`1 norm is not differentiable at 0. To overcome this
problem, one can reformulate the log-likelihood cost
or modify the optimization algorithm to deal with
it. Some of this modified optimization algorithms
were analyzed and compared in [30].

In this work we chose to reformulate the opti-
mization problem as done in [10]. Introducing two
new variables, ωωω+ and ωωω−, which have the following
properties:

ωωω+ = (www+1, ...,www+C),

ωωω− = (www−1, ...,www−C),
(16)

ωωω+ ≥ 0, ωωω− ≥ 0, ωωω = ωωω+ −ωωω−. (17)

The optimization problem is therefore reformu-
lated as

min
ωωω

l(ωωω+ −ωωω−) + λ1

C∑
c=1

‖www+c‖1 + λ1

C∑
c=1

‖www−c‖1

+
λ2
2

C∑
c=1

‖www+c‖22 +
λ2
2

C∑
c=1

‖www−c‖22

s. t. ωωω+ ≥ 0, ωωω− ≥ 0.
(18)

This is a convex optimization problem with bound
constraints. The gradient of the objective function
assumes a similar form:

∂l(ωωω)

∂www±c
= ±

N∑
i=1

(
ηic − yic

)
xxxic + λ1 + λ2www±c (19)

To solve this optimization problem, we use the
L-BFGS-B algorithm proposed in [5], based on
the limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) [16]. The L-
BFGS-B algorithm extends L-BFGS to handle sim-
ple box constraints, such as those in 18.
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3. Proposed Algorithm and Implementation
3.1. Classifier Structure
In this work, we propose a probabilistic model for
classification, i.e., a prediction of class posterior
probability p(y|xxx), for all classes y ∈ {1, ..., C},
where xxx = (xxxr,xxxc) is the input vector that can be
composed by real data xxxr ∈ Rdr and categorical
data xxxc ∈ {0, 1}C1 × ...× {0, 1}Cdc , where Cj is the
number of categories in the j -th component of xxxc.
The structure of the classifier is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed classifier.

The corresponding mathematical expression of
this scheme is in equation 14.

We now explain how the mixtures are used to
create the class-specific embeddings. The data sam-
ple xxx enters each of the C different mixtures (C is
the number of classes in the classification problem),
which create a different embedding each. The rea-
soning is to have a different embedding for each
class. In the case of xxx having missing values they
are inputed as explained in subsection 2.2.4. If the
data samples are real, the mixtures are purely Gaus-
sian, if they are categorical, the mixtures are purely
multinoulli, and if they are an hybrid of real and
categorical, the mixtures are an hybrid of Gaussians
and mutinoullis (subsection 2.2.2). The embedding
created by mixture c, that is f(xxx, y = c), is some
characteristic that each of its components extracts
from xxx, except for the last position which is always
1, to account for the coming bias weight. Function
f maps xxx to Rpc , where pc is the number of com-
ponents in the mixture of class c, plus 1. There
can be many different characteristics to be taken
by each component from xxx, tough we found that
posterior probability is what usually leads to the
best empirical performance. The j -th component
of f(xxx, y = c) is thus given by:

(
f(xxx, y = c)

)
pc

= 1;

for j = 1, ..., pc − 1,

(
f(xxx, y = c)

)
j

=

N (xxxr|µµµcj ,ΣΣΣcj)
∏dc

l=1 Mu(xxxcl |θθθcj)πcj∑pc−1
i=1 N (xxxr|µµµci,ΣΣΣci)

∏dc

l=1 Mu(xxxcl |θθθci)πci
,

(20)

where µµµcj ,ΣΣΣcj , θθθcj , πcj are the parameters of the j -
th component of the mixture of class c. The cir-

cles with a dot in the scheme at Figure 1 repre-
sent an inner product operation. Finally, the re-
sults wwwT

c f(xxx, y = c) enter a softmax block, which
exponentiates its entries and then normalizes them,
expressed by equation 14.

3.2. Classifier Training
Our classifier can be seen as a two-layer network: an
input layer that creates the mixture-based embed-
ding, and an output layer with a log-linear model
that classifies the embedded data. We propose an
approach where this network can be trained in a hy-
brid generative/discriminative way: the training of
the log-linear model at the output layer influences
the fitting of the mixtures in the input layer, thus
effectively linking the layers. Optionally, the link
between the layers can be cut making the mixtures
layer work in an unsupervised way.

An iteration in our learning algorithm starts with
the imputation of the missing values, if there are
any (subsection 2.2.4). Then, a step of the EM
algorithm (subsection 2.2.3) that fits the mixtures
to the whole data, even the unlabeled samples. The
log-sum-exp trick [21], is used so that the numerical
errors are minimized.

The EM algorithm uses a MAP estimate for the
calculation of the component weights πππ (see equa-
tion 7). The priors used, which are the αs in equa-
tion 7, are calculated with help of the log-linear
model weights ωωω. First, we exclude the biases of
the log-linear model weights and then we take their
absolute value and normalize them by class, multi-
plying them by a constant γ, that we call link which
defines the importance this prior has in the calcu-
lation of the mixture weights.

The prior (α) of mixture c and component i is
therefore calculated as:

αci = γ
|wci|∑Kc

i′=1 |wci′ |
+ 1, (21)

where Kc is the number of components of the mix-
ture associated with class c, and γ ≥ 0 is a param-
eter that controls the intensity of the link between
the output and the input layers. The addition of
1 guarantees that, if γ = 0 (no link), the MAP es-
timate falls down to the ML estimate. In the first
iteration, since no log-linear weights have been cal-
culated, the ML estimate is used.

The reasoning is that if a weight is large in magni-
tude, the corresponding feature is important in the
classification process, thus the mixture component
responsible for that feature should be given more
importance. The idea is to give more weight to
the components that are creating features that are
important in the classification process, so that the
mixture produces a better embedding for the clas-
sification of that class. Because each mixture uses
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the weights of a specific class, it tends to specialize
in embedding data from that class.

After the EM step, each mixture embeds the la-
beled data which is used by the log-linear model for
training. We use an elastic log-linear model with
both `1 and `2 regularization, trained as explained
in subsection 2.3.2. Every iteration of the algorithm
is initialized with the parameters achieved in the
last iteration (warm starting).

One additional mode of regularization can be
added, which works together with the sparsity im-
posed by the `1 regularizer: when a weight of the
log-linear model is set to 0 in training, the mixture
component responsible for creating the feature asso-
ciated with that weight is erased from the mixture,
thus decreasing the complexity of the classifier.

The high-level pseudo-code of our RBF network
training is shown in Algorithm 1. What is referred
to as algorithm specific parameters are the follow-
ing: γ, K1, ...,KC , λ1, λ2, the type of covariance
used for the GMM. The algorithm is stopped when
the relative change of the mixtures’ parameters falls
below some threshold.

Input: Training data (X), labels (y) and
algorithm specific parameters

Output: RBF network fitted object
initialization of mixtures and log-linear models;
αci = 1, for all c and i;
while stopping criterium not met do

new dataset = [ ];
for each class do

mixture = mixture.EM iteration(X, ααα);
embedded = mixture.embed data(X);
new dataset.concatenate(embedded)

end
log-linear model =
log-linear model.fit(new dataset);
ααα = calculate new priors(log-
linear model.weights)

end
Algorithm 1: RBF network training algorithm.

3.3. Implementation

A Python package implementing the algo-
rithm is available at github.com/jpvcaetano/

Radial-Basis-Function-Networks. The code
follows the scikit-learn library structure (see
scikit-learn.org/stable/developers). The
scikit-learn library includes a function designed to
test if a classifier is compatible with its framework.
If the package passes this test, it is ready to work
in combination with all the scikit-learn tools. Our
package is compatible with the scikit-learn library.

4. Illustrative Experiments
4.1. Effect of the Link Parameter
We begin with a toy experiment to provide intuition
on the role of the link parameter (Section 3.2). We
use the first two dimensions of the classical dataset
Iris. Because this dataset has 3 classes, 3 mixtures
are created, each one embedding the data for each
class. We compare how the mixtures are fitted, for
different values of γ (γ = 0 in Fig. 2 and γ = 1010 in
Fig. 3). Notice that for γ = 0, no parameters were
shared from the log-linear model and the three mix-
tures converge to the same final configuration. With
a very high link parameter, the mixture weights es-
timates are overloaded by the log-linear parameters
and the responsibilities of the points are ignored.

Figure 2: Mixtures of the red, blue and green class
respectively, γ = 0

Figure 3: Mixtures of the red, blue, and green
classes respectively, γ = 1010

In a second example, we consider a two-class syn-
thetic dataset with three Gaussians, to further illus-
trate the effect of the link. For γ = 0, the mixtures
and decision boundaries are those shown in Fig. 4.
Obviously, this is not the best mixture for the classi-
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fication task since the decision boundary is far from
optimal (accuracy 91.1%). For γ = 104, the mix-
tures and decision boundaries converge to those in
Fig. 5, with accuracy of 98.8%.

Figure 4: Mixtures and decision boundaries of the
red and blue classes respectively, γ = 0

Figure 5: Mixtures and decision boundaries of the
red and blue classes respectively, γ = 104

With γ = 0, the features extracted by the bot-
tom Gaussians do not help in the classification task.
The estimated left mixture weights are very similar
(0.372, 0.323, 0.305). For γ = 104, because the fea-
tures associated to this Gaussians are not relevant
(thus its corresponding linear-model weights are are
small in magnitude) its weights are forced to be-
come small. The final weigh estimates for the left
mixture are (0.037, 0.494, 0.469), where the smallest
weight corresponds to the bottom Gaussian.

4.2. Component Annihilation
We now show how the `1 weight (λ1, see equation
15) affects the final number of components (doing
model selection), when using component annihila-
tion as described in subsection 3.2. We fit our esti-

mator to a synthetic dataset with two classes, each
sampled from a Gaussian. We start with 6 compo-
nents in the mixture and vary λ1 to see how the
model can learn the correct number of Gaussians.
In Fig. 6, we observe that for λ1 = 0.001, after fit-
ting 6 Gaussians to the data, they all persist in the
end, while for λ1 = 0.1 the algorithm eliminates
4 components, thus yielding the correct distribu-
tion model. Component annihilation can therefore
lead to better density estimates of the input data,
and naturally speeds up the algorithm through the
iterations, because the algorithm deals with fewer
components.

Figure 6: Mixture components after fitting a syn-
thetic dataset for γ1 = 0.001 and γ1 = 0.1.

4.3. Visualization of the Embeddings

To illustrate the effect of the embedding, Fig. 7
shows the Iris, Wine, and Leukemia datasets, be-
fore and after the embedding, and mapped into a 2-
dimensional space by t-SNE (t-distributed stochas-
tic neighbor embedding [27]). This technique maps
data into lower dimensions while trying to preserve
its original neighborhood structure, and is widely
used for visualization. Clearly, after the embed-
dings, the classes are easier to separate with some
decision boundaries.

5. Experiments on Benchmark Datasets
5.1. Tuning the hyper-parameters

The hyper-parameters in our method that need to
be adjusted are: γ, K1, ...,KC , λ1, λ2, and the
type of covariance used for the GMM. We use the
randomized search method from scikit-learn, which
works as follows. First, we define the number of pa-
rameter configurations to be tested. Then, for each
configuration, a K -fold cross validation scheme is
used to assess the quality of that configuration.

5.2. Real datasets

We compare our results with those reported in [13],
obtained with the following algorithms: k-nearest
neighbors (KNN), linear regression for classifica-
tion (LRC), regularized orthogonal least squares al-
gorithm for RBF networks (ROLS) [7], RBF net-
work from Netlab toolbox (RBFNnl) [22], normal-
ized radial basis function network (nRBFN) [20],
nRBFN without regularization, using the same ba-
sis as nRBFN (nRNwr), nRBFN with basis chosen
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Figure 7: Original (left) and embedded (right)
Iris (top), Wine (middle), and Leukemia (bottom)
datasets mapped to 2-dimension with T-SNE.

randomly from the training set and basis size follow-
ing nRBFN (nRNrb), and support vector machine
(SVM). We also a trained a standard multinomial
logistic regression model.

We use classical small datasets of the UCI Ma-
chine Learning Repository [1] (Iris, WDBC, Glass,
Sonar, Wine) and high-dimensional and small-
sample-size gene data (Colon, Leukemia). For each
dataset, we perform 10 tests, each with a different
seed. Table 1 shows the results.

The proposed method achieves the best results
in the Iris and the Leukemia datasets, and shows
competitive results in the rest except in the Wdbc,
Glass, and the Sonar where performs poorly.

5.3. Semi-supervised learning

In this section, we illustrate the ability of the
proposed algorithm to operate in semi-supervised
mode. We use the same hyper-parameter configu-
rations obtained for the same datasets in fully su-
pervised mode, although some points are unlabeled
and therefore are only used for the mixture esti-
mation, not for the log-linear model fitting. Some
percentage of the dataset is unlabeled in a random
way and the results are compared for different per-
centages of labeled data.

(Note: missing results correspond to cases where
there were not enough classes in the training data
for training.)

Table 2: Mean test error (%) and standard devi-
ation of our method with different percentages of
labeled data for different datasets.

Dataset 85% 50% 25%

Iris 3.2(±1.8) 3.2(±1.4) 7.2(±7.7)

wbdc 7.2(±1.4) 7.6(±1.6) 8.8(±1.8)

Glass 57.5(±2.6) 57.7(±3.4) 57.9(±3.5)

Sonar 32.4(±8.2) 35.7(±6.6) 40.2(±5.5)

Wine 10.1(±9) 21.0(±14.7) 36.4(±22.8)

Colon 20.6(±9.9) 23.9(±7.5) 29.4(±14.5)

Leukemia 10.9(±6.9) 12.6(±10.6) 14.4(±12.2)

The results show that the method is able to han-
dle missing labels, with a slow degradation of the
accuracy, as is naturally expectable.

5.3.1 Categorical and mixed real and cate-
gorical dataset

Here we test our method on the Mushroom dataset
(purely categorical) and on the Census income
dataset (mixed real and categorical), which have
missing data (both).

In [17] the authors have achieved 0% error on the
Mushroom dataset and Steves 2, who tested sev-
eral algorithms on the Census income dataset, and
obtained 14, 1% error with the best performing one.

6. Conclusions
In this final chapter, we discuss some of the achieve-
ments of our work and mention future research di-
rections that it could stimulate.

6.1. Achievements
We have developed an algorithm capable of learn-
ing a multi-class classifier, which is able to handle
missing values and missing labels, as well as real
valued, categorical, or mixed data.

We show in Section 4.1 how sharing the parame-
ters between the layers can be advantageous in find-
ing a mixture that better produces an embedding
for the classification process. Another confirmation
that the embeddings work was given in Section 4.3,
where we show that after the application of the em-
bedding, the data is better separated in the embed-
ding space than in the original one.

In Chapter 4.2, we saw that estimating the num-
ber of Gaussians with the log-linear models weights
also works well as a regularization technique.

In the tested datasets our algorithm performs
well, showing competitive and promising results on
some real-valued datasets, and also in the categori-
cal and mixed ones, even with missing data.

2 knowm.org/census-income-classification-benchmark/
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Table 1: Mean test error (%) and standard deviation of our estimator, compared with some algorithms
reported in [13] on real dataset.

Dataset Proposed logistic KNN LRC ROLS RBFNnl nRNwr nRNrb SVM nRBFN

Iris 3.3(±1.8) 7.9(±0.0) 5.3 18.7 4.0 5.3 6.7 5.3 5.3 5.3
Wdbc 7.6(±1.4) 4.9(±0.1) 6.3 6.3 8.5 4.9 7.7 5.6 4.64.64.6 4.9
Glass 56.8(±2.6) 45.8(±0.0) 39.0 43.8 36.2 67.6 50.5 36.2 31.431.431.4 38.1
Sonar 33.6(±6.1) 25.2(±0.0) 33 23.3 18.418.418.4 22.3 21.4 18.418.418.4 18.418.418.4 18.418.418.4
Wine 7.1(±4.3) 7.3(±0.9) 33.0 3.4 1.11.11.1 5.7 6.8 1.11.11.1 2.3 1.11.11.1
Colon 20.9(±7.5) 25.2(±4.9) 35.5 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1 16.116.116.1
Leuk. 10.9(±6.5) 32.9(±3.5) 41.2 17.6 20.6 17.6 20.6 20.6 23.5 20.6

Table 3: Mean test error (%) and standard deviation of our method for different percentages of labeled
data on the Mushroom dataset.

Dataset 100% 85% 50% 25% 5%

Mushroom 0.8(±0.6) 0.9(±0.7) 1.5(±0.5) 2.3(±1.4) 6.8(±3.2)
Census Income 18.6(±0.7) 18.2(±1.0) 18.7(±1.1) 18.9(±1.0) 18.8(±1.1)

The semi-supervised learning experiments also
showed promising results, showing that the accu-
racy degrades slowly with the decrease of the num-
ber of labeled points.

Finally, we implemented this method in a pub-
licly available package, compatible with scikit-learn.

6.2. Future Work

The extension of this method for regression prob-
lems, by using only one mixture, instead of one
mixture per class (since in this case there are no
classes), would be the next natural step for future
work. The log-linear model would be replaced by
linear regression and the algorithm would be able
to perform RBF-type non-linear regression, with si-
multaneous learning of the basis functions.

An interesting research direction would be to add
more layers, so the embeddings could be richer; for
example, this may be achieved by using deep Gaus-
sian mixture models [26, 28], rather than standard
Gaussian mixtures. Also, a more complex classifi-
cation algorithm in the last layer, such as a neural
network, can be considered.

Finally, another research path is to devise other
means by which the output layer may influence the
estimates of the parameters of the mixtures in the
input layer. In addition to influencing the compo-
nent weights via a Dirichlet prior, as proposed in
this work, other parameter estimates, such as the
covariance matrices and means of the Gaussians,
could also be influenced, but it is not yet clear how
that should be done.
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